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A passing glance. A beguiling thought.
And the next moment you’re caught up in a tide of emotion. It’s nice to know those
breathtaking encounters that enrich our lives still exist. Just take a look at the
new S-Class Cabriolet – pure temptation.

When did you last give in
to temptation?

Feel free to swoon. As you gaze at the exclusive details. As you stroke the soft
leather. And marvel at the superlative manufacturing quality. All of the instruments
and displays have a top-class glazed finish. And the new Touch Control buttons
react to your every movement as if they could read your mind.

Moments to cherish.
Motoring is a pure delight under the fabric top of the S-Class. Could there
be anything more alluring on travels than this soothing peace and quiet?
Perhaps the sounds of nature. And the soft top opens in a heartbeat to let
them in.

Follow your boldest dreams.
The rear of the new S-Class Cabriolet is designed to enchant. Such
exquisite details – one highlight being the new OLED rear lamps – and
oozing self-assurance. The exclusive, twin tailpipes feature a stylish
chrome-plated finish and clear surfaces provide an effective backdrop
for the star. Reach out and touch, before it slips away.

Luxury that touches the soul.

A truly unique sensation: warm air, pleasant light, irresistibly soft leather and
satin-finish wood. The sensual purity of the design. The S-Class Cabriolet
puts all the senses in rapturous overdrive.

One of our ultimate deep yearnings.

The heat sets
our minds racing.
Desire pulses
through our veins.
A journey through
the night begins.
Driven by an urge
to feel life,
the night goes on
until the dawn.

That look:
captivating.
Insistently they point the way. The night is theirs. The headlamps
of the LED Intelligent Light System are little works of art and blazing
beacons of pure allure.

A show of strength.
The city is pulsating. The V8 doesn’t miss a beat. No more holding back.
Seize the moment. Into the night, the next adventure, leaving the everyday
far behind. Motorsport-proven AMG performance technologies lend the
engines even more power.

Open for adventure.

Inborn strength of will.
An instinctive awareness of what’s right. No ifs, no buts. Just pure conviction.
The new S-Class Coupé embodies such instincts and applies them in practice, too,
with next-generation driving assistance systems that can analyse even more
effectively and act even faster.

Inner calm. Outer dynamism.

In design terms they go by the name of powerdomes
and dropping lines. In body language, they are the muscles
and sinews of a perfectly toned athlete who is ready
to dash at any moment – and equally able to relax with
consummate ease.

Experience it all. With no regrets.
Get the best out of every journey, every day, every night. The S-Class supports you with
new ENERGIZING comfort control. An innovation that can stimulate or relax you as
you wish – for fresh vitality and improved concentration.

Feeling hooked?

Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive – pointing the way
to accident-free and autonomous driving.
Mercedes-Benz is the first automotive manufacturer worldwide to have developed an
integral safety concept, with the aim of safe driving, responding in an appropriate manner
to hazards, avoiding accidents and mitigating the consequences of accidents. For the
occupants of a Mercedes and for all other road users, too.
Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive forms part of this integral safety concept. It makes
your Mercedes one of the most intelligent automobiles in the world – an “intelligent
partner”. The Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive assistance systems are able to recognise
hazards, provide timely warnings and even intervene autonomously when necessary –
by performing braking manoeuvres, for example. In this way, accidents can be prevented
or the severity of accidents can be significantly reduced. In order to protect passengers
as necessary in case of danger, additional protective features such as PRE-SAFE® are
activated as anticipatory measures. These features vary according to the model
concerned.
Many Mercedes-Benz vehicles already offer the option of a Driving Assistance package.
The key functions of this package include partially automated driving on motorways, on
country roads and in built-up areas. The Driving Assistance package also lends support
when changing lane on multi-lane roads, for example during overtaking. This relieves
the driverʼs workload, as in normal driving they no longer need to brake or accelerate.
The driver also receives substantial support with steering – even in bends.
Never before have safety, comfort and measures to reduce the strain on the driver
been combined so effectively. This intelligent and pioneering interplay of sensors and
safety and assistance systems represents a milestone on the road to autonomous and
accident-free driving. And a fascinating new experience into the bargain.
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FIND OUT MORE
For the full information on Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive,
please go to www.mercedes-benz-intelligent-drive.com

Our world in your hands.
www.mercedes.me – itʼs all about you. Discover a world of fascinating services, products and
innovations that will simplify and enrich your life. Coming straight to you in digital form. And turning
our world into your world.

Life can be so fascinating when youʼre fully connected.
All our connectivity and mobility services plus a host of other fascinating features – all in one
place and exclusively for you. Thatʼs Mercedes me. Register free of charge today and make the world
of Mercedes-Benz your very own at your convenience – on your PC or laptop or in mobile mode via
tablet, smartphone or smartwatch. And because your life is forever changing, our services are also
continually evolving. Join us now at: www.mercedes.me/welcome
Looking for individual inspiration in real life, too? The Mercedes me Stores are a fascinating
phenomenon worldwide – in Beijing, Moscow and Hamburg, for example.
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Mercedes me connect connects you with your vehicle –
and your vehicle with the whole world. A comprehensive
range of convenient connectivity services relating to all
areas of your vehicle supports you, ensuring greater safety,
closer contact and an even more fascinating driving
experience. Itʼs reassuring to stay connected all the time
while youʼre on the move. Mercedes me connect includes
Standard Services, which are able to provide you with automatic support in the event of a breakdown or an accident,
as well as Remote Online Services – the option enabling
vehicle settings to be carried out by smartphone – and
lots more besides.

Mercedes me move offers access to intelligent mobility
solutions: car2go is the pioneer and global market leader
in free-floating car sharing, the moovel mobility app pools
the offerings from various mobility providers to find the
ideal route from A to B. With the mytaxi app you can order
a taxi, track its approach live and pay for your journey in
a convenient manner. Mercedes-Benz Rent offers vehicles
to suit all occasions for short- or long-term rental from
an authorised Mercedes-Benz dealer near you. Blacklane
enables you to book a chauffeur-driven limousine, FlixBus
offers inexpensive, comfortable and environment-friendly
trips on long-distance coaches.

Mercedes me inspire offers special brand experiences
and an opportunity to engage in an inspiring dialogue.
We aim to share our ideas with you and we would like to
know your ideas and wishes. So that we can always offer
you the best solutions. A community is available to this end,
and you will also find a growing range of offerings and
experiences which go beyond the traditional vehicle-related
topics – from areas such as events, travel and lifestyle.

Mercedes me assist makes easy work of organising
maintenance for your vehicle, providing a convenient online
means of locating a Mercedes-Benz dealer in your neighbourhood and arranging a service appointment. The digital
service report keeps you up to date on performed service
work. The report can be made available to you online just
one day after a service. In addition to the current service
report, you can also view your vehicleʼs complete service
history and service intervals, and you can print this
information out if you so wish.

Depending on market availability.

Mercedes me finance offers you various routes to your
vehicle of choice. Mercedes-Benz Bank/Mercedes-Benz
Financial Services finds the ideal leasing, financing
and insurance solution together with you – tailored to your
needs. Our leasing products enable you to drive the latest
models at all times while enjoying maximum flexibility, as
you pay not for acquisition of the vehicle, but only for its
use. You also benefit from attractive monthly instalments.
Our financing arrangements enable you to pay for your
new Mercedes-Benz in a way that suits your personal
budget. You can tailor your monthly instalments to your
needs by deciding on an appropriate down-payment and
term for your contract. Our individual insurance solutions
offer reliable protection for your budget and your vehicle on
attractive terms. Your existing financial contracts can be
managed conveniently online.1

Our service: the perfect fit for your Mercedes.
Beyond the car itself, you also acquire something priceless – an exclusive partnership with Mercedes-Benz. For you, this
means safety, independence and motoring free of any worries. In other words: the reassuring feeling of driving a Mercedes.

The best for your Mercedes. No-one knows your
Mercedes better than our experienced specialists at the
Mercedes-Benz workshops. The comprehensive range of
services and the high standard of quality ensure that your
vehicle is in top condition. We use proven Mercedes-Benz
GenuineParts and special tools to this end.
The best for you. Motoring free of any worries right from
the word go: with the tailor-made Mercedes-Benz Service
Contracts. These offer you the benefits of a reliable basis
for long-term planning, permanent control over costs, fixed
monthly rates and cost transparency. Plus ideal protection
from additional workshop costs.

The best for your mobility. The Mercedes-Benz Mobilo1
mobility solution provides for motoring free of any worries
throughout Europe – covering breakdowns, accidents, minor
mishaps and vandalism. The benefits offered by Mobilo
include on-the-spot assistance, a replacement vehicle,
towing and overnight hotel accommodation, for example.
Mobilo comes free of charge for the first two years after
initial registration and can subsequently be renewed each
time the vehicle is serviced by an authorised service partner,
for a period of up to 30 years in all. Whenever you need
assistance, you can reach us free of charge throughout
Europe on 00800 1 777 77772.
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FIND OUT MORE
For the full information on Mercedes-Benz Service Contracts, go to
www.mercedes-benz.com – or ask your authorised Mercedes-Benz
dealer to draw up an individual offer for you.

1

 ur general terms and conditions apply. The period of validity is extended after each service carried out by an authorised Mercedes-Benz service partner until the due date for the next service – up to
O
a maximum of 30 years after initial registration. 2 Roaming charges may apply when calling from abroad.

What would motorsport be without Mercedes-Benz?
The first vehicle to ever win an automobile race was powered by a Daimler engine. The first
Mercedes was a racing car. The Silver Arrows – a true legend. Mercedes-Benz has a long tradition
of involvement with the world of sport. Motorsport shapes the brand and every vehicle bearing
the Mercedes star to this day. Discover the brandʼs unique history first-hand: at the Mercedes-Benz
Museum in Stuttgart.
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FIND OUT MORE
Discover just what has been moving the world for over
130 years and take a journey through time as well as through
the history of the automobile at the Mercedes-Benz Museum.
More than 1500 exhibits await you on 16,500 m2 of floorspace,
including unique gems such as the oldest surviving Mercedes
from 1902 or the legendary gull-wing models. Welcome to a
place of innovation:
www.mercedes-benz.com/museum
www.facebook.com/mercedesbenzmuseum
www.instagram.com/mercedesbenzmuseum
www.twitter.com/mb_museum
www.google.com/+mercedesbenzmuseum
www.youtube.com/mercedesbenzmuseum

What would Mercedes-Benz be without motorsport?
3 June 1934 marked the beginning of the Silver Arrows legend in the International Eifel Race at
the Nürburgring. Today this legend is more alive than ever: in 2016 the Silver Arrows works team
Mercedes-AMG Petronas Motorsport won the Formula 1 constructorsʼ and driversʼ titles for the
third year in a row, making history by winning 19 of the 21 Grand Prix races. In a spectacular finale
in the desert city of Abu Dhabi, Nico Rosberg secured his first world championship title in his
Mercedes-Benz F1 W07 Hybrid. The value of these successes extends way beyond the race track:
every mile raced advances development in fields such as lightweight materials and hybrid technology
for series production.
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FIND OUT MORE
Fascinating Formula 1 goes multimedia:
www.facebook.com/MercedesAMGF1
www.twitter.com/MercedesAMGF1
www.youtube.com/MercedesAMGF1
www.google.com/+MercedesAMGF1
www.instagram.com/MercedesAMGF1
www.MercedesAMGF1.com
www.mercedes-benz.com/motorsport

Mercedes-AMG F1 W08 EQ Power+, 2017 season.

It follows your intuition.
Touchpad, shortcut buttons, control panels on steering wheel or voice input: the operating system is uniquely flexible.
It has been systematically designed to make carrying out operating tasks as convenient and quick as possible.
LINGUATRONIC additionally allows climate control, massage function and ambient lighting to be operated via voice
control for the first time. The information on the Instrument Display can be presented in “Classic” “Sporty” or
“Progressive” mode and render the vehicle’s functions directly tangible.
The multimedia centrepiece of the interior is the fascinating new Widescreen Cockpit with COMAND Online system.
The graphic design boasts high-resolution HD visualisations. A screen diagonal of 31.2 cm (12.3 inches) presents
all key information of importance to the driver – under a seamlessly glazed surface.

CONTROL AND DISPLAY SYSTEMS
Integrated Touch Control buttons on the steering wheel enable
intuitive and ergonomic control, with instrument cluster functions
on the left and multimedia system functions on the right.
Many functions can be controlled intuitively by means of singleor multi-finger gestures using the touchpad with controller.
Haptic and audible feedback aid operation without the driver
having to take their eyes off the road.

Masterful parking.
The Parking package with reversing camera helps the driver to find a parking space and
assists with manoeuvring into and out of parallel and end-on parking spaces. The reversing
camera and Active Parking Assist help to reduce the risk of colliding with obstacles to the
front, side and rear of the vehicle. Rear Cross Traffic Alert (only in conj. with Active Blind
Spot Assist) can warn the driver or automatically activate emergency braking if crossing
traffic is recognised when reversing. The information gathered by Active Parking Assist
and the reversing camera is presented attractively on the multimedia system’s display.

The Parking package is optionally available with a 360° camera, which is switched on
automatically in response to actions such as engaging reverse gear or can be activated by
the driver when required. The vehicle and its surroundings can be shown in a bird’s-eye
view on the display of the multimedia system, and obstacles in the vehicle’s surroundings
below the window line are also made visible to the driver. The top view is shown in the
left area of the screen when the wide-angle view for the front or rear camera is deactivated.
Various views can be selected on the right-hand side.

High-resolution. Highly attentive. The connectivity services.
Behind the new HD media display with its 31.2 cm (12.3-inch) screen diagonal lies the fascinating world of digital
networking. An especially noteworthy highlight is the Mercedes me connect Concierge Service1. This provides personal
telephone support when you are searching for interesting locations (POI), restaurants or hotels ‒ even outside the
vehicle. Recommended destinations are automatically relayed to the navigation system. In addition, online content such
as currently available parking spaces or fuel prices can be integrated into the navigation map. Optional multifunction
telephony (shown on the right above) enables mobile phones to be charged and connected via the vehicle’s exterior
LTE aerial – without the need for cables or a phone cradle.
1

Following activation of the Mercedes me connect services, the Concierge Service is free of charge for one year, after which it can be extended for a fee. 2 Three months free of charge; free use for
the full three-year period only in conjunction with set-up of a Mercedes me user account and subject to acceptance of the General and Special Terms of Use.

INNOVATIVE NAVIGATION SERVICES
The fast hard-disc navigation with dynamic route guidance
helps to save time as it continually determines the current traffic
conditions with the aid of Live Traffic Information2 (virtually
real-time traffic data) and provides detour options in the event of
congestion. As an option the driver can choose to display
photorealistic building views, 3D map rotation or satellite images.

Welcome to the world
of Mercedes me.
Our innovative and individualised mobility, connectivity and
services go by the name of Mercedes me. Part of this
exciting Mercedes-Benz world of experiences is Mercedes
me connect, networking driver, vehicle and personal
lifestyle. The basic Mercedes me connect services ensure
immediate assistance with the Mercedes-Benz emergency
call system or Breakdown Management.
The optionally available Connectivity package comfort
incorporates the LTE communication module with permanently installed SIM card. The Mercedes me connect
Remote and Tracking Services are enabled for the first
3 years. Geofencing, Vehicle Tracker, Parked Vehicle
Locator, Concierge Service1, Remote Door Locking and
Unlocking, Remote Retrieval of Vehicle Status, Programming of Auxiliary Heating – a selection of the Remote and
Tracking Services which can currently be booked separate
ly with Daimler AG on the basis of this technical preparation.
These services, which are part of the range of services
offered by Mercedes me connect, can significantly boost
safety and comfort and help to save time.
m

FIND OUT MORE
The full information is available at
http://www.mercedes-benz.com/en/mercedes-me

1

T he Mercedes me connect Concierge Service is an exclusive assistance and information service
for Mercedes-Benz customers. Following activation of the Mercedes me connect services,
the Concierge Service is free of charge for one year, after which it can be extended for a fee.

Formula 1 style.
Now in the S-Class, too.
The new S-Class Coupé and the new S-Class Cabriolet
deliver an astonishing new level of efficiency and feature
impressive high-performance components from the
world of motorsport. The powerful V6 biturbo engine in
the S 450 4MATIC (Coupé) can now coast in the ECO
drive program, saving fuel. The new V8 biturbo engine
in the S 560 has its own special fascination born of
Mercedes-AMG high-performance components. The “hot
inside V”, as it is called, gives the car the same sort of
turbocharging technology as is used in Formula 1. Both
turbos are mounted inside the V of the cylinders. This
allows compact dimensions, optimum response times
and low exhaust gas emissions. An intelligent cylinder
shutoff system (Coupé) helps to reduce fuel consumption,
since wherever appropriate the engine will operate in
an efficient 4-cylinder mode. If more output is required,
the additional cylinders kick back into action in just a
fraction of a second.
9G-TRONIC 9-speed automatic transmission.
With nine forward gears, 9G-TRONIC enables the highest
levels of efficiency, comfort and dynamism. The wider gear
spread allows a reduction in engine speed. Performance
remains excellent, while ride comfort is enhanced and noise

levels are reduced. Faster gear changes allow even more
spontaneity and agility. At the same time, 9G-TRONIC
impresses with its smooth gear changes. As 9G-TRONIC
is able to skip individual gears, multiple downshifts are
possible for fast and powerful sprints.
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4MATIC permanent all-wheel drive.
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Excellent handling, even in difficult road conditions –
courtesy of 4MATIC permanent all-wheel drive, which is
available for the Coupé. When driving in the wet, ice or
snow, 4MATIC improves traction, driving dynamics and
driving stability. The wheels with insufficient grip are
braked in a targeted manner and the drive torque transferred to the wheels with sufficient traction is increased.
The constant 45 : 55 power split between front and rear axle
ensures effortlessly superior and predictable handling
at all times.

rpm

2500

5000

7500

Torque in Nm, engine speed in rpm, output in kW

The magical synthesis of comfort and dynamism.
This dynamics-oriented suspension system already adjusts to surface undulations before the vehicle drives over them.
To achieve this, MAGIC BODY CONTROL1 combines the active springs of the suspension with continuously adjustable
dampers and the ROAD SURFACE SCAN function. With the aid of a stereo camera, the surface of the carriageway
ahead is scanned precisely to allow the damping to be adjusted in advance and the load on the wheel to be increased or
reduced by means of the active hydraulic system. The curve inclination function enables the body of the vehicle to lean
inwards by up to 2.65 degrees on bends. This significantly reduces the perceived lateral forces while increasing subjective
driving pleasure, especially on country roads.
1

Optional for S 560 Coupé and standard for Mercedes-AMG S 65 Coupé.

MORE SUSPENSION FACTS
In combination with infinitely variable damper control, the standardspecification AIRMATIC air suspension system ensures a very
high standard of both ride comfort and handling. The damping at
each wheel is adapted to the current driving situation, and can
be set for more comfortable or sporty characteristics as required.

One button, five drive programs: DYNAMIC SELECT.
Decidedly comfortable, extremely sporty or sparing on fuel – with the DYNAMIC SELECT driving modes you
can change the driving experience to suit your needs. There are five drive programs in all: “Comfort”, “Sport”,
“Curve”, “Individual” and “Eco”, which the driver can select using a rocker switch on the centre console. In
addition to the four pre-configured drive programs, the driver can also configure their very own drive program
under “Individual”. This makes it possible to combine light and comfortable steering with a sporty drive setting,
for example.

THE PRE-SET DYNAMIC SELECT DRIVE PROGRAMS
“Comfort”: well-balanced and fuel-efficient.
“Sport”: added agility and dynamics with more direct steering ratio, sporty and
firm suspension tuning, spontaneous throttle response and modified shift points.
“Eco”: for the lowest possible fuel consumption, adapted accelerator pedal curve
and shift points.
“Curve”: curve inclination and relaxed cruising (in conj. with MAGIC BODY CONTROL
with curve inclination function).

The definitive S-Class light show.
For the best possible visibility on country roads and motorways, when cornering and on bends,
the low-beam headlamps of the LED Intelligent Light System automatically adapt to the
weather, lighting and driving conditions. In main-beam mode Adaptive Highbeam Assist Plus
allows continuous long-range illumination of the road ahead, without dazzle. It masks out part
of the light beam for oncoming traffic or vehicles travelling ahead.
Stylish Swarovski crystals (optional) can be incorporated into the headlamps of the LED Intelligent
Light System to conjure up an unusual day and night design. The crystals’ fascinating play of
light in the turn signal indicators and daytime running lights provides striking visual highlights
and emphasises the unique nature of the vehicle. The turn signal indicator with 30 Swarovski
crystals emphasises the eye-catching lines of the headlamps. 17 crystals shine resplendently
in the daytime running lamps immediately below. A Swarovski crystal adds a brilliant highlight
to the interior in the centre console at the front.
The rear lamps featuring OLED technology boast a characteristic design by day and night. The
advantages of their Organic Light Emitting Diodes (OLED) include the uniform luminous surface,
reduced glare for other road users and high energy efficiency. Compared with conventional bulbs
there are other advantages to LEDs, including the fact that they are more easily visible, offer
a significantly longer service life and consume less power. The light intensity of the turn signal
indicators and brake lights varies according to the prevailing light conditions and the vehicle’s
speed. For example, when stopping at a red traffic light at night the brightness of the brake lights
is automatically reduced to avoid dazzling the driver behind. The rear lamps are so elegantly
integrated into the bodywork that they have the appearance of inset gemstones. The rear-end
contours are accentuated by extending the lights into the sides. In the night design in particular,
the contour of the tail lamp highlights the striking lines. This improves both visibility and safety.
When unlocking and locking the vehicle, a total of 66 OLEDs in the tail lights perform a dynamic
light sequence.

De-stressing and revitalising:
ENERGIZING comfort control.
Optional ENERGIZING comfort control combines various
in-vehicle comfort systems into precisely defined programmes for enhanced alertness and well-being during a
journey. These can energise the driver in monotonous
driving situations or induce well-being in specific ways.
Included are climate control, fragrancing/ionisation,
lighting mood, music/videos as well as massage, heating
and ventilation of the seats. The intelligent principle:
one main function dominates, while other accompanying
functions reinforce the desired effect of the programme
(each programme lasts 10 minutes). The programme always
includes, for example, an adapted lighting mood from the
ambient lighting as well as special fragrancing/ionisation
from the AIR BALANCE package.
The “Refresh” programme literally delivers fresh air for
renewed energy on a long journey – a strong air flow from
the THERMOTRONIC (Air Pulsation) produces the greatest
effect. In addition to the energising effect of fragrancing, a
key role is also played by ionisation from the AIR BALANCE
package – the driver inside the vehicle experiences a climate
like after a summer storm followed by rain: pure freshness.
The programme is rounded off by activated seat ventilation.
If the driver or a passenger needs fresh energy for upcoming tasks, the “Vitality” programme comes to their
assistance with activating music as the main theme. In
addition, COMAND Online contains corresponding playlists
with lively rhythms. Active instead of passive is the main

theme of the “Training” programme, which provides
animation with videos on a total of nine exercises. Three
further programmes in conjunction with other optional
extras are designed to specifically relax the driver – for
this purpose, the armrests, steering wheel and seats
are heated in the “Warmth” programme. The “Pleasure”
programme also delivers what it promises. The main
theme here is a soothing massage programme. Finally,
ENERGIZING massage functions with pleasant effects
based on the hot-stone principle are provided courtesy
of the likewise 10-minute “Well-being” programme.
The pleasant sensation is rounded off by seat heating.
In addition to fragrancing/ionisation, each of the six
programmes also adapts the lighting mood. Thus, the ambi
ence lighting automatically sets the following colours:
blue-green (freshness), red (vitality), green-white (training),
orange-yellow (warmth), yellow (pleasure) and mauve-pink
(well-being).

The vehicle’s interior can be fragranced to suit individual tastes
with the AIR BALANCE package. A choice of five high-quality
air fragrances is available on board the Coupé and Cabriolet to suit
your personal preferences. In addition, the air quality can be
improved by ionisation and optimised filtering of the incoming and
recirculating air.

THE INTERIOR FRAGRANCES FOR THE AIR-BALANCE PACKAGE:
FREESIDE MOOD (available ex factory for the new S-Class Coupé)
PACIFIC MOOD (available ex factory for the new S-Class Cabriolet)

ADDITIONAL FRAGRANCES CAN BE ORDERED FROM
MERCEDES-BENZ ACCESSORIES:
NIGHTLIFE MOOD
DOWNTOWN MOOD
SPORTS MOOD
Additional scent flacon for filling with your own commercially
available perfume

S for seating comfort.
Thanks to their inflatable air chambers, the optional active
multicontour seats with ENERGIZING massage function
and dynamic function ensure the best possible seating
comfort and outstanding lateral support. When on the move,
the side bolsters automatically and dynamically adapt to
vehicle movements to provide even better lateral support
on winding roads and when adopting a sporty driving style.
The ENERGIZING massage function stimulates and relaxes
the back muscles as required, with 14 air chambers, six
programmes and two intensities. The massage programmes
enhance well-being – based on the principle of a relaxing
hot-stone massage. This function thus helps to maintain
alertness even on long journeys.

OPTIONAL HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE ULTIMATE IN SEATING COMFORT
When the vehicle is used by several persons, the Memory package offers
particular operating convenience. Up to three different positions for the
electrically adjustable front seats, steering column and exterior mirrors can
be stored at the touch of a button and retrieved.
The Warmth Comfort package includes seat heating Plus for driver and front
passenger. It responds even more quickly and additionally boosts the heating
output. Three different heating levels can be selected separately for the seat
backrest and sitting surface at the touch of a button.
The active ventilation function of the seat climate control system rapidly
cools the seat surfaces to a pleasant temperature to ensure well-balanced
seating comfort.

A roof – though it doesn’t really feel like one.
Optional MAGIC SKY CONTROL gives you an open-air feeling at the touch of a button.
The large panoramic roof changes from dark to transparent or vice versa within a few
seconds. In its tinted state, it substantially reduces heating-up of the vehicle interior. MAGIC
SKY CONTROL is activated via a switch in the overhead control panel. When voltage is
applied, particles in the glass structure align themselves so that light can pass through the
glass. The passengers enjoy a clear view of the sky and a particularly light and pleasant
atmosphere in the interior. The glass darkens when the voltage is switched off. The particles

are distributed randomly and stop most of the light from passing through. This type of
screening is far more effective than a roof with conventional tinted glass. This way, it is
possible to reduce the interior temperature by up to 10°C. As the roof is de-energised
when the vehicle key is removed, it darkens automatically when the vehicle is parked,
thus preventing the interior from heating up and making it difficult for prying eyes to
see inside the vehicle.

The ultimate in
comfortable open-top driving.
When driving with the top open, AIRCAP (optional) reduces
air turbulence in the vehicle interior for all passengers,
including those seated in the rear. When the AIRCAP switch
is operated, a wind deflector is deployed on the windscreen and the draught-stop located between the two rear
seat headrests is raised. This enlarges the curvature
of the airflow over the passenger compartment. Air swirls
and noise level can thus be reduced appreciably. The
draught-stop is retracted or extended together with the
wind deflector via a button on the centre console.
With AIRSCARF neck-level heating (optional), open-top
motoring is a pleasure even when the outside temperature
is low. Through air outlets in the head restraints, pleasantly
warm air is “wrapped” around the necks of the driver and
front passenger like an invisible scarf. There are three
levels of temperature adjustment. AIRSCARF is also available for the new S-Class Coupé.
For the most ideal climatic conditions possible in a Cabriolet,
THERMOTRONIC automatic climate control features two
additional climate control functions. These enable a smooth
transition between driving with the roof open and closed,
such that the driver and passengers will barely notice any
change. Numerous sensors detect the level of sunlight,
for example, as well as the inside and outside temperature.

Sound so good, you could charge admission:
the optional Burmester® high-end surround sound systems.
27 amplifier channels with a total system output of 1560 watts (Cabriolet: 1520 watts and
25 amplifier channels) and technologies exclusively developed for the vehicle produce
the uniquely expressive, three-dimensional and fascinating Burmester® “feel-good sound”.
The VIP setting allows the sound to be adjusted separately for the driver, the front passenger
and the left and right rear passengers. To suit personal tastes, individual tone settings can
be made with the sound presets “Pure”, “Easy Listening”, “Live” or “Surround”. In the
Coupé, 3D surround sound ensures that the occupants are able to enjoy mono, stereo

Tweeter

Woofer

Mid-range speaker

Frontbass speaker

Full-range speaker

Amplifier

Bass box with subwoofer and integral amplifier
1

In the S-Class Cabriolet there are no speakers in the overhead control panel.

and 5.1 music signals three-dimensionally on board. This is achieved with the aid of
special algorithms and two1 speakers integrated in the overhead control panel. Burmester®
has additionally developed a surround sound system with 13 high-performance speakers.
Electronic and acoustic elements precisely matched to the interior provide for the first-class
Burmester® “feel-good sound” here, too. The surround function and the sound optimisation
for the front and rear seats conjure up an even more intensive listening experience.

BURMESTER® AUDIO SYSTEMS
The Burmester® brand is known worldwide under the slogan “ART FOR THE EAR”. It not only stands for the development
of ground-breaking technologies, but also guarantees outstanding sound quality. Company founder Dieter Burmester
is considered the “high-end icon” of the German art of engineering in the audio industry. Burmester® high-end sound
systems back up this claim with an extraordinarily expressive and stirring 3D sound – the Burmester® “feel-good sound”.

The standard equipment.
Thanks to the charismatic design of the standardspecification vehicle, the new S-Class Coupé and the
new S-Class Cabriolet are captivating inside and out.
The exterior boasts a boldly sporty front, innovative OLED
rear lamps and the large panoramic roof (Coupé). In
the interior, the finest materials such as leather and
wood and the Widescreen Cockpit underscore the
high-class standards.

EXTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS

INTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS

Black diamond radiator grille with one fin painted in matt silver and

Ambient lighting in eight colours

Mercedes star

Widescreen Cockpit with instrument cluster and media display

Front apron with chrome trim strip and voluminous air inlets

3-spoke multifunction sports steering wheel in nappa leather, with flattened

LED Intelligent Light System and OLED rear lamps

bottom section and Touch Control buttons

Panoramic roof with electric roller sunblind (Coupé), electrically operated
fabric top (Cabriolet)

Fully electrically adjustable heated front seats upholstered in leather

10-spoke light-alloy wheels with 245/50 R 18 tyres all round (R41)

Wireless charging system for mobile devices

AIRMATIC with continuously variable damping system

High-gloss brown burr walnut wood trim (H29)

THERMOTRONIC automatic climate control

The AMG Line.
This equipment line brings together a range of perfectly
coordinated features designed to further enhance the
sportiness and exclusivity of the vehicle. The powerful
AMG bodystyling, the diamond radiator grille with pins
in chrome and striking AMG light-alloy wheels provide for
a dynamic appearance from any angle. High-gloss black
poplar wood trim elements, the AMG sports pedals and
AMG floor mats lend a sporty touch to the interior too.

EXTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS

INTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS

AMG bodystyling, comprising AMG-specific front and rear aprons as well as

High-gloss black poplar wood trim elements (729)

side sill panels with inserts painted in vehicle colour.

AMG brushed stainless-steel sports pedals with rubber studs

Diamond radiator grille with chromed-plated pins

AMG floor mats with “AMG” lettering

5-twin-spoke AMG light-alloy wheels, painted titanium grey and featuring
a high-sheen finish, with 245/45 R 19 front tyres and 275/40 R 19 rear
tyres (793) – illustrated wheel/tyre combination (RRM) optionally available
Perforated brake discs, brake callipers with “Mercedes-Benz” lettering

The AMG Line Plus.
Building on the features of the AMG Line, this equipment
line offers extra dynamism and exclusivity. The additional
equipment highlights include 50.8 cm (20-inch) multispoke AMG light-alloy wheels painted black and featuring
a high-sheen finish, AMG sports seats with optimised
lateral support and the AMG Performance steering wheel
in nappa leather.

EXTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS
AMG multi-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted back and featuring a high-sheen
finish, with 245/40 R 20 front tyres and 275/35 R 20 rear tyres (789)
Optional: AMG 10-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted high-gloss black, with
245/40 R 20 front tyres and 275/35 R 20 rear tyres (RRN)

INTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS
AMG Performance steering wheel in nappa leather
AMG sports seats with optimised lateral support and AMG-specific V8 seat
upholstery layout
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PURE AMG
Experience the full fascination of AMG beginning on page 66.

The Exclusive package.
The stylishly coordinated combination of high-quality
appointments meets the highest expectations with regard
to comfort, quality and design. The generous use of
designo Exclusive nappa leather further enhances the
exclusive character of the interior. Other refined details,
such as the illuminated door sills with “Mercedes-Benz”
lettering and DINAMICA microfibre designo roof liner
and sunblinds, also contribute to this effect.

HIGHLIGHTS AT A GLANCE
Seat covers in designo Exclusive nappa leather with designo badges in the
seat backrests, contrasting topstitching and piping
Seat upholstery layout with diamond design and defined perforations
Centre armrests and front and rear armrests in nappa leather with
contrasting topstitching
Upper section of instrument cluster and door centre panels in nappa leather
with contrasting topstitching
designo roof liner and sun visors in DINAMICA microfibre
Rear shelf in ARTICO man-made leather
Illuminated door sill panels with “Mercedes-Benz” lettering
designo floor mats with man-made leather edging and “designo” badges
Map pockets on the backrests of the driver and front passenger seats
in nappa leather

Highlights –
optional equipment.
The luxury of driving an S-Class begins with your personal
configuration. So many possibilities, so many innovations –
the selection on this page represents only a fraction of
the available options. Take your time to choose your ideal
options – the added comfort, security and individuality
make every decision worthwhile.

HIGHLIGHTS AT A GLANCE
1 On cold days, the optional Warmth Comfort package heats the seats,
armrests and steering wheel to very rapidly ensure cosy warmth from
all surfaces with which the driver and front passenger come into contact.
The occupants each have a choice between three heating levels.
2 Driving Assistance package – reduced strain on the driver, added safety
and enhanced protection. Assisted driving on motorways, country roads
and even in town, assisted situation-dependent braking in critical situations
when needed, and active assistance during evasive manoeuvres – these
are just some of the functions of the Driving Assistance package.
3 Keep tabs on key driver information without taking your eyes off the road –
thanks to the head-up display. It projects a virtual image of approx. 21 x 7 cm
into the driver’s field of vision. This image appears to float over the bonnet
around two metres in front of the driver.

Highlights
Genuine accessories.
Practical and robust. Sporty and striking. These are
all attributes of the new S-Class Cabriolet and the new
S-Class Coupé that can be teased out with genuine
accessories. Each item is tailored perfectly to the vehicle’s
design and produced in accordance with the high
Mercedes-Benz standards. Discover the entire range online
now at www.mercedes-benz-accessories.com

HIGHLIGHTS AT A GLANCE
1 The vehicle interior can be fragranced to suit individual tastes with
the AIR BALANCE package. There is a choice of six high-quality interior
fragrances to suit to personal preferences.
2 10-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted palladium silver and featuring a
high-sheen finish, with 245/40 R 20 front tyres and 275/35 R 20 rear tyres.
3 5-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted tremolite grey metallic and featuring
a high-sheen finish, with 245/45 R 19 front tyres and 275/40 R 19 rear tyres.
4 10-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted himalayas grey and matt, with
245/40 R 20 front tyres and 275/35 R 20 rear tyres.
5 Boot tub, shallow, black. Produced in impact-resistant, non-slip polypropylene. Suitable for transporting foodstuffs. Structured surface holds
separately available stowage crate in place.
5 Stowage box, black. A secure hold for items which are prone to tip over
or slide around. Optimum functionality only in conjunction with shallow
boot tub.
5 Concertina load sill protector, black. Protects the rear of the vehicle from
scratches when you’re loading up – and prevents dirt from the vehicle from
getting onto your clothes. Practical attachment to shallow boot tub possible.

A manifestation of verve and vigour.
Mercedes-AMG S-Class Coupé and Cabriolet.
Mercedes-AMG is more than just a manufacturer of performance vehicles – AMG is a promise. The promise to always go one step further.
To expect a lot and to give everything. That’s how we create exceptional motor cars for exceptional people.
The Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+ Coupé and Cabriolet and the Mercedes-AMG S 65 Coupé and Cabriolet have been
developed to surpass even the highest expectations. They are the most exclusive of their kind. They combine technical
prowess with the ultimate in driving pleasure. They quench a longing for luxury and freedom. They delight with
unbridled power and unparalleled dynamism.
Welcome to the world of AMG.
Fuel consumption of Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+ (Coupé) urban/extra-urban/combined: 12.0/7.7/9.3 l/100 km;
CO2 emissions, combined: 211 g/km. Fuel consumption of Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+ (Cabriolet) urban/
extra-urban/combined: 13.6/8.0/10.1 l/100 km; CO2 emissions, combined: 229 g/km. Fuel consumption
of Mercedes-AMG S 65 (Coupé) urban/extra-urban/combined: 17.1/8.6/11.9 l/100 km; CO2 emissions,
combined: 279 g/km. Fuel consumption of Mercedes-AMG S 65 (Cabriolet) urban/extra-urban/combined:
17.1/8.9/12.0 l/100 km; CO2 emissions, combined: 272 g/km.

S 63 COUPÉ

High performance to its core.
Luxury and performance are no contradiction. There is no denying the motorsport origins of the Mercedes-AMG S 63
4MATIC+ Coupé – it’s in its DNA. And they are directly tangible: touching the accelerator rouses the AMG 4.0-litre V8 biturbo
engine to deliver its output of 450 kW (612 hp) and torque of 900 Nm, accelerating the Coupé from 0 to 100 km/h in
just 3.5 seconds. Inspiring driving dynamics come courtesy of the AMG SPEEDSHIFT MCT 9-speed sports transmission
and the AMG sports suspension based on AIRMATIC – right from the off, thanks to the RACE START function. The striking
AMG Panamericana grille catches the eye straight away. A motor-racing feature that optimises aerodynamics and the supply
of cooling air. Its basic form can be traced back to the legendary Mercedes-Benz 300 SL racing car.
Fuel consumption of Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+ (Coupé) urban/extra-urban/combined: 12.0/7.7/9.3 l/100 km;
CO2 emissions, combined: 211 g/km.

Eye-catching. From every perspective.
It all begins with a design idiom that words can barely describe. Characterised by the typical proportions of a large luxury coupé.
In the form of a long bonnet with imposing powerdomes and an elegant roof line including frameless side windows. With a rear end
signalling the imposing presence of the Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+ Coupé.
Fuel consumption of Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+ (Coupé) urban/extra-urban/combined: 12.0/7.7/9.3 l/100 km;
CO2 emissions, combined: 211 g/km.

A loving attention
to the finer details.
Nobody likes doing without luxury. Even at speeds of 200 km/h. Perfectly finished materials guarantee the most refined driving
experience – the specially developed AMG sports seats in fine nappa leather with AMG-specific upholstery layout, for example.
They offer optimum lateral support and the highest level of comfort – even on long journeys. Indulge in pure, unadulterated driving
pleasure, optionally making your mark with 50.8 cm (20") AMG cross-spoke forged wheels. The necessary control is provided
by the AMG high-performance compound braking system with the option of red-painted brake callipers. The AMG ceramic
high-performance compound braking system is also available as an option.
Fuel consumption of Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+ (Coupé) urban/extra-urban/combined: 12.0/7.7/9.3 l/100 km;
CO2 emissions, combined: 211 g/km.

Touching the sky. And the road.
Those who have reached the top seek extraordinary moments. Experience them every day with the Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+
Cabriolet. Its striking profile and the side line gently inclined towards the rear hint that the next trip will be a revelation.
With AMG DYNAMIC SELECT and four drive programs as standard, you can determine the intensity of the experience – from
comfortable through sporty or particularly sporty to your own special style in the Individual program. The exclusive additional
“RACE” program – available for both the Cabriolet and the Coupé – provides for an even more tangible racing experience
in terms of response, engine speed and shift times in the Cabriolet. And sets pulses racing like never before.
Fuel consumption of Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+ (Cabriolet) urban/extra-urban/combined:
13.6/8.0/10.1 l/100 km; CO2 emissions, combined: 229 g/km.

S 63 CABRIOLET

The driver’s den.
Select, perfectly finished materials. Futuristic control elements. The interior of the
Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+ Cabriolet is a place you yearn to return to. Technical highlight:
the Widescreen Cockpit comprising instrument cluster and media display. The three-spoke nappa leather
AMG Performance steering wheel is particularly sporty, provides plenty of grip and includes shift paddles for manual
gearshifts and to support a sporty driving style. Equally, the totally new rear end including diffuser panel and the AMG-specific
twin tailpipe trims of the variable AMG sports exhaust system also guarantee a grand appearance.
Fuel consumption of Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+ (Cabriolet) urban/extra-urban/combined: 13.6/8.0/10.1 l/100 km; CO2 emissions, combined: 229 g/km.

S 65 COUPÉ
Declaration of power.
It’s not just the first impression that counts. So does every moment thereafter. What ever is around the next bend, the
Mercedes-AMG S 65 V12 Coupé forges ahead with effortless poise, spurred on by one of the most powerful V12 engines
around. The driver determines at the push of a button how the Mercedes-AMG S 65 Coupé feels – with AMG DYNAMIC SELECT.
The AMG sports suspension based on MAGIC BODY CONTROL provides ride comfort and excellent driving dynamics on
practically any road surface. The characteristics of the engine, transmission, suspension and steering change in a split second.
In addition to “Comfort” (C), “Sport” (S), “Sport+” (S+) and “Individual” (I), there is an exclusive “Curve” mode available –
for a unique boost of adrenaline. Not least on winding roads.
Fuel consumption of Mercedes-AMG S 65 (Coupé) urban/extra-urban/combined: 17.1/8.6/11.9 l/100 km;
CO2 emissions, combined: 279 g/km.

The best seats
for a unique sound experience.
Stylish design. High-quality equipment. Sophisticated details. The interior of the Mercedes-AMG S 65 Coupé is hard to beat where exclusivity
is concerned. AMG sports seats with AMG-specific V12 seat upholstery layout as well as a cockpit containing the AMG instrument display
and the AMG Performance steering wheel in nappa leather underscore the car’s passionate character right away. However, it is when the
powerful V12 sound of the AMG sports exhaust system is emitted from the two chromed twin tailpipe trim elements in AMG V12 design
that the car reveals its true nature.
Fuel consumption of Mercedes-AMG S 65 (Coupé) urban/extra-urban/combined: 17.1/8.6/11.9 l/100 km; CO2 emissions,
combined: 279 g/km.

S 65 CABRIOLET
A magnificent open-air appearance.
Design is never an end in itself to us. It always represents the perfect symbiosis of shapes and functions. For this reason, each detail in the Mercedes-AMG S 65 Cabriolet
is an uncompromising commitment to top performance. The jet-wing design front apron featuring large air inlets and the new Panamericana radiator grille lend the vehicle
its unmistakable face. The high-sheen chrome elements on the front of the vehicle show at first glance that what’s fast approaching is unbridled power in luxurious design.
Fuel consumption of Mercedes-AMG S 65 (Cabriolet) urban/extra-urban/combined: 17.1/8.9/12.0 l/100 km; CO2 emissions, combined: 272 g/km.

At home in the lead.
A warm summer’s night. A road that elegantly winds its way
through breath-taking scenery. Is there a more beautiful place to
unleash its full power and accelerate from 0 to 100 km/h in a
mere 4.1 seconds? AMG developers equipped this dream car with
all the performance superlatives. Including an AMG 6.0-litre V12
biturbo engine with an output of 463 kW (630 hp) and 1000 Nm of

torque as its beating heart. Large 50.8 cm (20-inch) AMG forged
multi-spoke wheels in ceramic high-sheen polished finish handle
the exceptional driving dynamics effortlessly on asphalt –
optionally with the AMG ceramic high-performance
compound brake system.

Fuel consumption of Mercedes-AMG S 65 (Cabriolet) urban/extra-urban/combined: 17.1/8.9/12.0 l/100 km;
CO2 emissions, combined: 272 g/km.

Top-flight
engineering.
All set for top performance: the AMG 4.0-litre V8 biturbo engine of the
Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+ Coupé and Cabriolet is closely related to
the engine on board the Mercedes-AMG GT R super sports car. Generating
an output of 450 kW (612 hp) and 850 Nm of torque, it sets benchmarks
in terms of power and torque. The engine features the proven biturbo design
in which the two turbochargers are located in the V between the cylinder
banks rather than on their outside – an arrangement which specialists call
“hot inside V”. This basic principle enables a compact engine design and
more spontaneous response for the turbochargers. As a result of features
including cylinder shutoff, it is considered one of the world’s most efficient
V8 engines in series production.
Fuel consumption of Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+ (Coupé) urban/extraurban/combined: 12.0/7.7/9.3 l/100 km; CO2 emissions, combined:
211 g/km. Fuel consumption of Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+ (Cabriolet)
urban/extra-urban/combined: 13.6/8.0/10.1 l/100 km; CO2 emissions,
combined: 229 g/km.

Prime mover: the AMG 6.0-litre twin-turbo V12 engine. Hand-built
according to the “one man – one engine” principle just like the
V8 biturbo engine, this powerhouse has an output of 463 kW
(630 hp) and peak torque of 1000 Nm. These figures place
the Mercedes-AMG S 65 Coupé and Cabriolet among the front
runners in their segment. The strengths of the biturbo 12-cylinder engine further include effortless acceleration throughout all
speed ranges and smooth running with the striking hallmark
AMG V12 sound. In short: supreme performance with style.
Fuel consumption of Mercedes-AMG S 65 (Coupé) urban/extraurban/combined: 17.1/8.6/11.9 l/100 km; CO2 emissions,
combined: 279 g/km. Fuel consumption of Mercedes-AMG S 65
(Cabriolet) urban/extra-urban/combined: 17.1/8.9/12.0 l/
100 km; CO2 emissions, combined: 272 g/km.

Passion grows when it is shared: The AMG Private Lounge is our Community centred around the world of AMG. This
is where AMG customers meet up at top-class events and exchange views about the latest developments from
Affalterbach on the online platform. They can benefit from special offers and from direct links to the head office of AMG:
www.mercedes-amg.com/privatelounge/welcome
The AMG Driving Academy stands for an incomparable team spirit: experience performance with like-minded drivers and
improve your driving skills on racetrack and lifestyle events held at breathtaking locations around the world. Become
a part of the “World’s Fastest Family”: www.mercedes-amg.com/driving-academy
Still want more? With the Customer Racing programme, Mercedes-AMG Motorsport offers the ideal platform for professional
motorsport – and in the Mercedes-AMG GT3 it has a racing car designed specifically for this purpose. Fully integrated
service support allows you to participate in motorsport at the highest level: www.mercedes-amg.com/customerracing
At the AMG Performance Studio we create cars that are perfectly tailored to your wishes and desires. No limits are placed
on our experts’ creativity, who demonstrate their unparalleled craftsmanship and attention to detail in areas as varied
as special technical components, extravagant paintwork finishes and the most exclusive interior appointments imaginable,
to produce one-off masterpieces.
Enter the world of AMG. Experience true driving performance.

We don’t just build cars.
We make dreams come true.

Wheels.
We have reinvented the car and perfected
the wheel. You will find it all the easier
to find a wheel befitting your new S-Class.
Make your choice from this inspiring
selection.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT AND OPTIONAL EXTRAS
R41 10-spoke light alloy wheels with 245/50 R 18 tyres
all-round (standard for S 450 4MATIC, S 560,
S 560 4MATIC)
R70 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels, high-sheen finish,
with 245/50 R 18 tyres at the front and 275/45 R 18
tyres at the rear (option for S 450 4MATIC, S 560,
S 560 4MATIC)
R17 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels, high-sheen finish,
with 245/45 R 19 tyres at the front and 275/40 R 19
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FURTHER WHEELS
are to be found in our accessories range at
www.mercedes-benz-accessories.com

tyres at the rear (option for S 450 4MATIC, S 560,
S 560 4MATIC)

11R Multi-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted in
vanadium silver, with 245/45 R 19 tyres at the
front and 275/40 R 19 tyres at the rear
(option for S 450 4MATIC, S 560, S 560 4MATIC)
63R Multi-spoke light-alloy wheels, high-sheen finish,
with 245/45 R 19 tyres at the front and 275/40 R 19
tyres at the rear (option for S 450 4MATIC, S 560,
S 560 4MATIC)
54R 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels, with 245/40 R 20
tyres at the front and 275/35 R 20 tyres at the rear
(option for S 450 4MATIC, S 560, S 560 4MATIC)

53R 5-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted in thulium silver,
with 245/40 R 20 tyres at the front and 275/35 R 20
tyres at the rear (ex factory accessory wheel for
S 450 4MATIC, S 560, S 560 4MATIC)
13R Multi-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted in thulium
silver, with 245/40 R 20 tyres at the front and
275/35 R 20 tyres at the rear (option for S 450
4MATIC, S 560, S 560 4MATIC)

AMG
793 5-twin-spoke AMG light-alloy wheels, painted in
titanium grey and featuring a high-sheen finish,
with 245/45 R 19 tyres at the front and 275/40 R 19
tyres at the rear (part of AMG Line in conj. with
S 450 4MATIC, S 560, S 560 4MATIC)
788 AMG 10-spoke forged wheels, painted in titanium
grey and polished, with 255/45 R 19 tyres at the
front and 285/40 R 19 tyres at the rear (standard
for Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+)

RRM AMG 10-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted in titanium

753 AMG 5-twin-spoke forged wheels, painted in titanium

RRN grey and featuring a high-sheen finish or painted
in high-gloss black (RRN), with 245/40 R 20 tyres

grey and polished, including fully integrated
wheel bolt covers in black, with 255/40 R 20 front

at the front and 275/35 R 20 tyres at the rear (in
each case option for S 450 4MATIC, S 560, S 560
4MATIC – RRM in conj. with AMG Line; RRN in
conj. with AMG Line Plus)
769 AMG multi-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted titanium
789 grey with high-sheen finish or painted black with
high-sheen finish (789), 245/40 R 20 front tyres,
275/35 R 20 rear tyres (769 option for S 450
4MATIC, S 560, S 560 4MATIC in conj. with AMG
Line; 789 as part of AMG Line Plus in conj. with
S 450 4MATIC, S 560, S 560 4MATIC)

tyres and 285/35 R 20 rear tyres (option for
Mercedes-AMG models)
647 AMG 10-spoke forged wheels, painted in titanium
648 grey and polished or painted in matt black with highsheen rim flange (648), in each case including
fully integrated wheel bolt covers, with 255/40 R 20
front tyres and 285/35 R 20 rear tyres (option
for Mercedes-AMG models)

RTR AMG cross-spoke forged wheels, painted in titanium
RTS grey with high-sheen rim flange a polished finish
or painted in matt black with high-sheen rim flange
(RTS), in each case including fully integrated
wheel bolt covers, with 255/40 R 20 tyres at the
front and 285/35 R 20 tyres at the rear (option
for Mercedes-AMG models)
696 AMG multi-spoke forged wheels, ceramic
high-gloss polished finish, including fully integrated
wheel bolt covers, with 255/40 R 20 front
tyres and 285/35 R 20 rear tyres (standard for
Mercedes-AMG S 65)

Cabriolet dimensions.

955

958

297

1625
1899

614
465

499
591

1417

959

304

2945
5032

1540

1449
1649
2108

All dimensions in millimetres. The dimensions shown are mean values and apply to the S 560 in basic specification and unladen.
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1349
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Technical data for Cabriolet.
Petrol engines

Cylinder arrangement/number

S 560

Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+

Mercedes-AMG S 65

V/8

V/8

V/12

Displacement (cc)

3982

3982

5980

Rated output1 in kW (hp) at rpm

345 (469)/5250–5500

450 (612)/5500–6000

463 (630)/4800–5400

Rated torque1 (Nm at rpm)

700/2000–4000

900/2750–4500

1000/2300–4300

Transmission

9G-TRONIC

AMG SPEEDSHIFT MCT

AMG SPEEDSHIFT PLUS

9-speed sports transmission

7G-TRONIC

Acceleration 0–100 km/h (s)

4.6

3.5

4.1

Top speed (km/h)

2502

2502, 3003

2502, 3003

Front tyres/wheels

245/50 R 18

255/45 ZR 19

255/40 ZR 20

Rear tyres/wheels

245/50 R 18

285/40 ZR 19

285/35 ZR 20

Fuel

Premium petrol

Super Plus petrol

Super Plus petrol

Urban

12.7–12.5

13.6

17.1

Extra-urban

6.8–6.5

8.0

8.9

Combined

9.0–8.7

10.1

12.0

CO2 emissions4 combined (g/km)

204–199

229

272

Fuel consumption4 (l/100 km)

Emission class /efficiency class

Euro 6/C

Euro 6/D

Euro 6/F

Tank capacity/incl. reserve (l)

80/8.0

80/12.0

80/12.0

Luggage compartment capacity (VDA) (l)

250–350

250–350

250–350

Kerb weight /payload (kg)

2150/475

2185/450

2255/370

Permissible gross weight (kg)

2625

2635

2625

5

6

7

The best for your engine:
Genuine Mercedes-Benz engine oils.

1

Figures for rated output and rated torque in accordance with Regulation (EC) No. 595/2009 in the currently applicable version. 2 Electronically governed. 3 AMG Driver’s package (optional). 4 The stated figures are the “measured
NEDC CO2 values” pursuant to Art. 2, no. 2 of Implementing Regulation (EU) 2017/1153, which were determined in compliance with Appendix XII to Regulation (EC) no. 692/2008. The fuel consumption figures were calculated on
the basis of these values. Due to legal amendments to the relevant test methods, higher values may be entered in the vehicle’s certificate of conformity, which is the authoritative document for the purposes of the vehicle operating
permit and may also determine the motor vehicle tax rating. The figures are not based on an individual vehicle and do not constitute part of the product offer; they are provided solely for purposes of comparison between different
vehicle models. Figures will vary according to the wheels/tyres fitted. 5 Valid within the European Union only. Details may vary from country to country. 6 Calculated on the basis of the measured CO2 emissions, taking into account
the mass of the vehicle. Valid for Germany only. 7 Kerb weight in standard specification incl. driver’s weight of 75 kg, a 90% full fuel tank and all necessary fluids in accordance with relevant EU requirements. Optional extras and
accessories will generally increase this figure, reducing the payload accordingly. Further technical data are available at www.mercedes-benz.com

Coupé dimensions.

933

1015

327

297

1625
1899

660
543

499
591

1411

959

2945
5032

1540

1449
1649
2108

All dimensions in millimetres. The dimensions shown are mean values and apply to the S 560 in basic specification and unladen.
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1374

1305

Technical data for Coupé.
Petrol engines
S 450 4MATIC

S 560

S 560 4MATIC

Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+

Mercedes-AMG S 65

Cylinder arrangement/number

V/6

V/8

V/8

V/8

V/12

Displacement (cc)

2996

3982

3982

3982

5980

Rated output1 in kW (hp) at rpm

270 (367)/5500–6000

345 (469)/5250–5500

345 (469)/5250–5500

450 (612)/5500–6000

463 (630)/4800–5400

Rated torque (Nm at rpm)

500/1600–4000

700/2000–4000

700/2000–4000

900/2750–4500

1000/2300–4300

Transmission

9G-TRONIC

9G-TRONIC

9G-TRONIC

AMG SPEEDSHIFT MCT

AMG SPEEDSHIFT PLUS

9-speed sports transmission

7G-TRONIC

1

Acceleration 0–100 km/h (s)

5.5

4.6

4.6

3.5

4.1

Top speed (km/h)

2502

2502

2502

2502, 3003

2502, 3003

Front tyres/wheels

245/50 R 18

245/50 R 18

245/50 R 18

255/45 ZR 19

255/40 ZR 20

Rear tyres/wheels

245/50 R 18

245/50 R 18

245/50 R 18

285/40 ZR 19

285/35 ZR 20

Fuel

Super Plus petrol

Premium petrol

Premium petrol

Super Plus petrol

Super Plus petrol

Urban

12.6–12.3

11.2–11.0

12.0–11.8

12.0

17.1

Extra-urban

7.2–7.0

6.6–6.3

7.2–6.9

7.7

8.6

Combined

9.2–8.9

8.3–8.0

9.0–8.7

9.3

11.9

CO2 emissions4 combined (g/km)

208–204

188–183

202–197

211

279

Fuel consumption4 (l/100 km)

Emission class /efficiency class

Euro 6/D

Euro 6/C

Euro 6/C

Euro 6/D

Euro 6/G

Tank capacity/incl. reserve (l)

80/8.0

80/8.0

80/8.0

80/12.0

80/12.0

Luggage compartment capacity (VDA) (l)

400

400

400

400

400

Kerb weight /payload (kg)

2050/505

2075/555

2135/505

2080/465

2185/400

Permissible gross weight (kg)

2555

2630

2640

2545

2585

5

6

7

The best for your engine:
Genuine Mercedes-Benz engine oils.

1

Figures for rated output and rated torque in accordance with Regulation (EC) No. 595/2009 in the currently applicable version. 2 Electronically governed. 3 AMG Driver’s package (optional). 4 The stated figures are the “measured
NEDC CO2 values” pursuant to Art. 2, no. 2 of Implementing Regulation (EU) 2017/1153, which were determined in compliance with Appendix XII to Regulation (EC) no. 692/2008. The fuel consumption figures were calculated on
the basis of these values. Due to legal amendments to the relevant test methods, higher values may be entered in the vehicle’s certificate of conformity, which is the authoritative document for the purposes of the vehicle operating
permit and may also determine the motor vehicle tax rating. The figures are not based on an individual vehicle and do not constitute part of the product offer; they are provided solely for purposes of comparison between different
vehicle models. Figures will vary according to the wheels/tyres fitted. 5 Valid within the European Union only. Details may vary from country to country. 6 Calculated on the basis of the measured CO2 emissions, taking into account
the mass of the vehicle. Valid for Germany only. 7 Kerb weight in standard specification incl. driver’s weight of 75 kg, a 90% full fuel tank and all necessary fluids in accordance with relevant EU requirements. Optional extras and
accessories will generally increase this figure, reducing the payload accordingly. Further technical data are available at www.mercedes-benz.com

Leather

Upholstery and trim elements.

Upholstery

Upholstery for Mercedes-AMG models

201 black/black
205 porcelain/espresso brown

561 black/black2
565 porcelain/espresso brown2

801 black/black1
805 porcelain/espresso brown1

567 bengal red/black2
568 crystal grey/black2

961 black/black1
965 porcelain/espresso brown1

584 saddle brown/black2
585 porcelain/deep-sea blue2

974 saddle brown/black1
975 porcelain/deep-sea blue1

595 porcelain/titian red2
851 black/black3

977 bengal red/black1
978 crystal grey/black1

855 porcelain/espresso brown3

985 porcelain/titian red1
Upholstery for AMG Line Plus

Trim elements
H29 high-gloss brown burr walnut wood trim
729 high-gloss black poplar wood trim1

545 porcelain/titian red1
551 black/black1

H30 satin-finish grey ash wood trim1

555 porcelain/espresso brown1
557 bengal red/black1

H16 designo black flowing lines

558 crystal grey/black
574 saddle brown/black1

H26 designo brown flowing lines

575 porcelain/deep-sea blue1
851 black/black1

H10 AMG carbon fibre/black piano lacquer1

1

H21 designo black piano lacquer1
piano lacquer1
magnolia wood1

855 porcelain/espresso brown1
1
3

Option. 2 Standard for Mercedes-AMG S 65, option for Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+.
Standard for Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC+.

Nappa leather

designo Exclusive nappa leather

AMG Line Plus nappa leather

designo Exclusive nappa leather
AMG Line Plus

AMG nappa leather

AMG designo Exclusive nappa leather

Trim elements

Soft tops.

Soft top colours
740 black
744 dark blue
745 beige
746 dark red

Non-metallic paint

Metallic paints1

designo paint2

Paintwork.

designo manufaktur paints2
Non-metallic paint
040 black
Metallic paints1
183 magnetite black
197 obsidian black
775 iridium silver
890 cavansite blue
897 ruby black
988 diamond silver
989 emerald green
992 selenite grey
998 anthracite blue
designo paint2
799 designo diamond white bright
designo manufaktur paints2
033 designo mocha black metallic
044 designo allanite grey magno
049 designo cashmere white magno
1

 ption for S 450 4MATIC Coupé. 2 Option. Further individual designo paint
O
finishes are available from your authorised Mercedes-Benz dealer.

Mercedes-Benz is one of the founding partners of the “Laureus Sport for Good Foundation”.
Since the foundation was established in 2000, Mercedes-Benz has been supporting and promoting the aims and
values of this worldwide non-profit-making programme: to use social sports projects to improve the lives of children
and young people who are disadvantaged or suffering from illness. Laureus has become a fundamental element
of Mercedes-Benz’s social responsibility. Every new Mercedes is an ambassador embodying these values. In buying
a Mercedes you are supporting the “Laureus Sport for Good Foundation”.

Please note: changes may have been made to the product since this brochure went to press (01.09.2017). The
manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the design, form, colour and specification during the delivery period,

Take-back of end-of-life vehicles. At the end of its long life, you can return your S-Class Coupé or Cabriolet to us for
environment-friendly disposal in accordance with the European Union (EU) End-Of-Life Vehicles Directive. But that

provided these changes, while taking into account the interests of the vendor, can be deemed reasonable with respect

day lies a long way off.

to the purchaser. Where the vendor or the manufacturer uses symbols or numbers to describe an order or the subject
of an order, no rights may be derived solely from these. The illustrations may show accessories and items of optional

A network of vehicle take-back depots and dismantlers has been established to make it as easy as possible for you to

equipment which are not part of standard specification. Colours may differ slightly from those shown in the brochure,

return your vehicle. You can leave it at any of these points free of charge and, by so doing, make an important contribution

owing to the limitations of the printing process. This brochure is distributed internationally. It provides a general
indication of the range of models, features, optional extras, colours and/or services available in various countries.

to completing the recycling process and conserving resources.

Some of the models, features, optional extras, colours and/or services shown may not be available in your country
or may only be available in a different specification. Additionally some models, features, optional extras and/or colours

For further information about the recycling and disposal of end-of-life vehicles, and the take-back conditions, please visit

may only be available in combination with others. For current and more specific information in relation to the range of
models, features, optional extras, colours and/or services available in your country, and their pricing, you should contact
your nearest authorised Mercedes-Benz Passenger Car Dealer.
www.mercedes-benz.com
Daimler AG, Mercedesstr. 137, 70327 Stuttgart, dialog@daimler.com, 02-00/0118

the national Mercedes-Benz website.

